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Simulating electron spin resonance spectra of nitroxide spin labels from motional models is
necessary for the quantitative analysis of experimental spectra. We present a framework for
modeling the spin label dynamics by using trajectories such as those from molecular dynamics
�MD� simulations combined with stochastic treatment of the global protein tumbling. This is
achieved in the time domain after two efficient numerical integrators are developed: One for the
quantal dynamics of the spins and the other for the classical rotational diffusion. For the quantal
dynamics, we propagate the relevant part of the spin density matrix in Hilbert space. For the
diffusional tumbling, we work with quaternions, which enables the treatment of anisotropic
diffusion in a potential expanded as a sum of spherical harmonics. Time-averaging arguments are
invoked to bridge the gap between the smaller time step of the MD trajectories and the larger time
steps appropriate for the rotational diffusion and/or quantal spin dynamics. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2908075�

I. INTRODUCTION

Nitroxide spin labels are extensively used in electron
spin resonance �ESR� studies of proteins,1,2 nucleic acids,3

and lipid bilayers.2 The ability to simulate ESR spectra from
models of the spin label dynamics is indispensable for the
quantitative analysis and interpretation of experimental spec-
tra. Conceptually, the problem can be divided into two
complementary parts: Classical and quantum. The dynamics
of the coupled electronic-nuclear spin system necessitates a
quantum mechanical treatment, whereas the rotational dy-
namics of the spin label is best treated classically. The clas-
sical dynamics may be entirely deterministic, stochastic, or
incorporate elements of both. The choice of the model for the
classical motion determines the time dependence of the spin
Hamiltonian. The latter is used to calculate the relaxation of
the transverse magnetization, and henceforth, ESR spectra.
As usual when dealing with dynamic stochastic processes, it
is possible to work either directly with the probability den-
sity or with explicit realizations of the process in the time
domain �trajectories�. In the former case, the coupled
classical-quantum evolution is described by the stochastic
Liouville equation �SLE� due to Kubo.4–6 This approach con-
stitutes the basis of the sophisticated theory and spectral
simulation/fitting software developed by Freed and co-
workers over the last four decades.7–13 In this paper, we pur-
sue the second alternative and work with dynamic trajecto-
ries.

While the idea of using trajectories to simulate ESR
spectra is not new,14–16 it is becoming increasingly attractive
for two main reasons. For instance, it is feasible to generate

trajectories for more complicated stochastic models than can
readily be handled with the SLE formalism. This has been
suggested by Westlund and co-workers,17,18 although they
employ models still tractable with the SLE.10,11,13 Further-
more, it is possible to directly simulate spectra from deter-
ministic molecular dynamics �MD� trajectories,19–23 without
invoking any stochastic model. The prospect of using atomi-
cally detailed MD trajectories to simulate ESR spectra is
even more attractive with the recent development of high-
field ESR.24 Increased sensitivity to dynamics on the sub-
nanosecond time scale at high fields holds the promise of
establishing a tighter connection between MD simulations
and experimental spectra, hopefully resulting in the detailed
interpretation of the latter and more stringent validation of
the former. The current paper is a part of our more extensive
effort to use MD trajectories in the simulation of multifre-
quency ESR spectra.25

A major challenge to this effort is that many, long tra-
jectories, far beyond what can be routinely achieved with
straightforward MD, are necessary for the convergence of
the spectra.16,21,22,26 As an alternative, MD trajectories can be
used to estimate the parameters of a preselected stochastic
dynamic model.20,23,27 ESR spectra are then calculated by
either solving the SLE,27 or generating trajectories,20,23 for
the model. In principle, once the stochastic model and its
parameters are established, either the SLE approach or the
trajectory-based approach are applicable. In practice, spectra
from more sophisticated rotational dynamics models such as
microscopic order macroscopic disorder �MOMD� and
slowly releasing local structure �SRLS�, developed within
the SLE formalism,9–11,13 have not been simulated by using
the trajectory-based approach. Previous works in which ro-
tational diffusion trajectories were employed to simulatea�Electronic mail: roux@uchicago.edu.
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ESR spectra were restricted to free isotropic diffusion15,16 or
isotropic diffusion in a cone.28 The lack of a rigorous formal-
ism to simulate trajectories for anisotropic diffusion in a po-
tential has prevented the trajectory-based approach to be ex-
ploited to its fullest.

Here, we address two separate questions pertaining to
the simulation of ESR spectra from trajectories. First, what is
the most efficient and rigorous way of propagating the quan-
tal spin dynamics and calculating the transverse magnetiza-
tion, given as many and as long trajectories as necessary?
Several quantum integrators achieving this have already been
proposed in the literature.20,26,29 They range from simplified
treatment considering only the eigenvalues of the instanta-
neous Hamiltonian20 �disregarding the eigenvectors�, to the
rigorous propagation of the state vector in Hilbert space26 or
the density matrix in Liouville space.29 We show that, once
the high-field approximation is introduced, the most efficient
choice is to propagate the density matrix in Hilbert space.
Second, how can MD trajectories, necessarily missing infor-
mation about the global macromolecular dynamics, be uti-
lized in a meaningful way to simulate experimentally rel-
evant ESR spectra? We propose to use the MD trajectories in
combination with trajectories from stochastic models, which
can account for the dynamical events that are poorly sampled
in the MD simulations, such as the tumbling of the spin
labeled macromolecule. To this end, an efficient numerical
integrator, which enables the generation of trajectories for
sophisticated, anisotropic rotational diffusion models such as
MOMD and SRLS, is developed. An important issue in es-
tablishing a practical algorithm is to bridge the gap between
the small time step at which the snapshots along the MD
trajectories are available and the longer time steps appropri-
ate for the numerical propagation of the stochastic or quantal
dynamics.

The paper is organized as follows: Quantal spin dynam-
ics and classical anisotropic Brownian diffusion in a poten-
tial are the subject of Sec. II. The former is reviewed in Sec.
II A, in which we illustrate how to numerically propagate the
relevant part of the density matrix in Hilbert space. The latter
is developed in Sec. II B, in which an accurate and efficient
numerical integrator for this general rotational diffusion
model is presented. Last, spectra for free and restricted rota-
tional diffusion models simulated by using the developed
time-domain integrators and the SLE are compared. Section
III contains a proposed strategy for combining MD and sto-
chastic trajectories. Time-averaging arguments are invoked
to bridge the gap between the various integration time steps.
Multifrequency spectra simulated by using a combination of
rotational diffusion/MD trajectories are presented. A con-
cluding discussion is given in Sec. IV. The appendices pro-
vide further detail about some expressions used in the nu-
merical work.

II. NUMERICAL INTEGRATORS

A. Integrating the quantal spin dynamics

The formal equivalence between continuous-wave and
free induction decay �FID� spectra30 is exploited to simulate

the latter instead of the former. The efficient numerical simu-
lation of FID ESR spectra is addressed after reviewing the
relevant theoretical background.

1. The spin Hamiltonian and the interaction picture

A nitroxide has an unpaired electron with spin Ŝ �S= 1
2

�
and a 14N nucleus with nuclear spin Î �I=1�. �Throughout,
bold letters are used to denote vectors in physical space;
Hilbert space operators are indicated with a caret.� The spin
Hamiltonian of a nitroxide, in units of angular frequency, is

Ĥ�t� = �e�B · G�t� · Ŝ + Î · A�t� · Ŝ� , �1�

where �e is the electronic gyromagnetic ratio, A is the hy-
perfine tensor �expressed in units of magnetic field� and

G�t� � g�t�/gc �2�

is the electronic g tensor g�t� divided by the free electron g
factor ge. The coupling tensors G and A are typically diago-
nal in the same coordinate frame N, attached to the nitroxide.
Their explicit time dependence in Eq. �1� is due to the dy-
namics of this frame with respect to the stationary laboratory
frame L, in which the external magnetic field B= �0,0 ,B0� is
applied. Since the electronic spin is quantized in the labora-
tory frame, all the vector and tensor components in Eq. �1�
are defined with respect to L. The nuclear Zeeman and the
quadrupolar interactions are typically neglected, but they can
be included in the methodology described below, when
needed. Coupling to other spins in the system is typically
ignored at this stage.

We denote the quantal state of the electronic and nuclear
spins localized on a single spin label by ���t��. The dynamics
of this state vector are governed by the spin Hamiltonian
through the Schrödinger equation. Let us write the Hamil-
tonian from Eq. �1� in the form

Ĥ�t� = Ĥ + V̂�t� , �3�

where the first part

Ĥ � �eG0B0Ŝz = �0Ŝz, �4�

with

G0 � 1
3Tr�G	 , �5�

isolates a large but constant portion of Ĥ�t�. The remaining

time-dependent part is contained in V̂�t�. In the absence of

V̂�t�, the state vector oscillates at the Larmor precession fre-
quency �0. In its presence, the instantaneous frequency of
precession varies around �0 by a time-dependent modula-
tion, which is typically much smaller than �0.

Explicit treatment of the Larmor precession is inconve-
nient when the quantum dynamics are numerically inte-
grated, since resolving the fast oscillations requires the use of
a small integration time step. This difficulty is readily dealt
with by transforming to a coordinate frame rotating at the
Larmor frequency �i.e., the interaction picture�. In the inter-
action picture, where
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����t�� � eiĤt���t��, V̂��t� � eiĤtV̂�t�e−iĤt, �6�

the Schrödinger equation is

��̇��t�� = − iV̂��t�����t�� . �7�

�The dot indicates time derivative.� By using the relations

Ŝz� = Ŝz, Ŝ+� = Ŝ+e+i�0t, Ŝ−� = Ŝ−e−i�0t, �8�

the time-dependent part of the Hamiltonian in the interaction
picture can be written as

V̂��t� = V̂z�t� + 

�=�

V̂��t�ei��0t. �9�

Here, the operators

V̂��t� � �b��t� + â��t��Ŝ�, � = z, � , �10�

are defined in terms of the operators

âz�t� � �e 

i=x,y,z

Aiz�t�Îi,

â��t� � �e

i

1

2
�Aix�t� � iAiy�t��Îi, �11�

which act only on the nuclear spin state, and the scalars

bz�t� � �eB0Gzz� �t� ,

�12�
b��t� � �eB0

1
2 �Gzx� �t� � iGzy� �t�� ,

are expressed in terms of the traceless tensor,

G��t� � G�t� − G0E . �13�

�The symbol E denotes the identity matrix, to distinguish it

from the nuclear spin operator Î.�
By going to the interaction picture, the magnitude of the

Hamiltonian has been decreased: V̂��t� are smaller than Ĥ�t�.
This leads to variation of ����t�� on a time scale that is usu-
ally longer than the Larmor precession time scale, allowing
for the use of a larger integration time step. At the same time,
in the rotating frame, parts of the Hamiltonian acquire fast
oscillations at the Larmor frequency: The exponents ei��0t in
Eq. �9�. If the magnetic tensors G�t� and A�t�, and thus, the

coefficients V̂��t�, fluctuate on a time scale much slower than
the Larmor precession time scale, then these fast fluctuations

could average out the effect of the terms V̂��t�. A slowly
changing observable, such as the transverse magnetization,
can then be calculated by considering only the slowly

varying part, V̂z�t�, of the Hamiltonian Eq. �9�. This leads to
the high-field approximation, to which we now turn.

2. The high-field approximation

Assume that the operators V̂��t� in Eq. �9� are slowly
varying in comparison with the fast time scale of Larmor
precession. In this section, we introduce the small parameter
�=1 /�0 and perform an expansion of the Schrödinger equa-
tion �7� in powers of �. The high-field approximation is

derived as the zeroth order term in the expansion. The first
order term is analyzed to assess the range of validity of the
approximation.

We seek a solution of Eq. �7� in the form

����t�� = ��0�t�� + � 

�=�

����t��ei�t/�, �14�

where ��0�t�� and ����t�� are slowly varying. The goal is to
derive an equation of motion for ��0�t��, since the rest of the
state vector is averaged out by the fast precession. Substitut-
ing Eqs. �14� and �9� into Eq. �7� leads to

��̇0�t�� + 

�=�

����̇��t�� + i�����t���ei�t/�

= − iV̂z�t���0�t�� − �i 

	,�=�

V̂−	�t�����t��ei��−	�t/�

− i 

�=�

�V̂��t���0�t�� − �V̂z�t�����t���ei�t/�, �15�

which contains slowly varying terms, proportional to e0t/�,
and small terms, proportional to �. By collecting the slowly
varying terms only, which survive after time averaging, the
desired slow equation of motion is obtained,

��̇0�t�� = − iV̂z�t���0�t�� − �i 

�=�

V̂−��t�����t�� . �16�

This is an equation for ��0�t�� but it depends on ����t��. Since
the dependence on ����t�� is suppressed by the presence of �,
determining these functions to zeroth order in � is enough to
have an equation for ��0�t�� correct to the first order in �.
Matching the rapidly oscillating terms of order �0 on both
sides of Eq. �15� yields

����t�� = −
1

�
V̂��t���0�t�� , �17�

to zeroth order in �. Using this approximation in Eq. �16�
leads to an equation for the slowly varying part of the state
vector, correct to the first order in �,

��̇0�t�� = − iĤS�t���0�t�� , �18�

where the effective, slow Hamiltonian is

ĤS�t� � V̂z�t� + ��V̂+�t�,V̂−�t�� . �19�

The state vector is of interest only in the context of cal-
culating expectations of Hilbert space operators. Therefore,
before proceeding, it is important to check that the expecta-
tion values calculated by using ��0�t�� are correct to the first
order in � up to time averaging. To the first order, the expec-

tation value of an operator Ô in the interaction picture is

����t��Ô�����t�� = ��0�t��Ô���0�t��

+ � 

�=�

���0�t��Ô�����t��ei�t/�

+ ����t��Ô���0�t��e−i�t/�� , �20�

where Eq. �14� was used to write the right hand side of the
equality. Indeed, the first order term is oscillatory and van-
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ishes after time averaging, indicating that to this order, ����
and ��0� are interchangeable.

Written explicitly, the slow Hamiltonian in Eq. �19� is

ĤS�t� = �bz�t� + âz�t��Ŝz

+
1

�0
�b+�t�b−�t� + b+�t�â−�t� + b−�t�â+�t���Ŝ+, Ŝ−�

+
1

�0
�â+�t�â−�t�Ŝ+Ŝ− − â−�t�â+�t�Ŝ−Ŝ+� . �21�

The perturbational terms in this expression are suppressed by
1 /�0. To assess their magnitude, let us look at some typical
values for the nitroxide magnetic tensors,31,32

gN = diag�2.008 09,2.005 85,2.002 02� ,

�22�
AN = diag�6.2,4.3,36.9� G.

Since the b� are proportional to the traceless part of g �cf.
Eq. �12��, while its trace is proportional to �0, the second
term on the right hand side of Eq. �21� is about a thousand
times smaller than the first term. Similarly, the entries of A
are on the order of 30 G, while �0 �in units of G� is more
than 3 KG at 9 GHz going up to 130 KG at 360 GHz �see
Table I�, rendering the last term from a hundred to a few
thousand times smaller than the first. Neglecting these latter

terms and retaining only the V̂z part of the Hamiltonian are,
therefore, justified. This leads to the high-field approxima-
tion with effective Hamiltonian

ĤHF�t� = �e�B0Gzz� �t� + Î · a�t��Ŝz, �23�

where the components of the vector a are defined as

ai�t� � Aiz�t� . �24�

An equivalent form of Eq. �23� is the starting point for the
SLE analysis of slow motion for the unsaturated line
shapes.7–13

The first order terms neglected when going from
Eq. �21� to Eq. �23� correspond to double flips of the z com-
ponent of the electronic spin �as indicated by the presence of

Ŝ�Ŝ��. Thus, what has been neglected is the contribution of
spin flips to the decay of the transverse magnetization. Both
the slow Hamiltonian Eq. �21� and its zeroth order approxi-
mation Eq. �23� are diagonal in the electronic Hilbert space
and do not account for the possibility of spin flips. Because
the equilibration of the longitudinal magnetization is entirely
due to such spin flips, neither of these Hamiltonians can be
used when phenomena leading to T1 relaxation are of inter-
est. In such cases, explicit treatment of the fast dynamics at
the time scale of the Larmor precession is necessary.

As a result of the high-field approximation, the spin dy-
namics of the mS= 1

2 �+� and mS=− 1
2 �−� sectors of the Hilbert

space decouple. This is clearly seen once the state vector

����t�� = ����+�t��
���−�t��

 �25�

and the Hamiltonian �23� are introduced in Eq. �18�,

���̇�+�t��

��̇�−�t��
 = − i�ĤHF

++�t� 0

0 ĤHF
−−�t�

����+�t��
���−�t��

 . �26�

�The slow state vector ��0� was replaced by the state vector
in the interaction picture ����.� Numerical integration of the
quantum dynamics can, therefore, be achieved by separately
updating the two parts ����� of the state vector, according to
the short-time propagation scheme,

�����t + 
t�� = e�i
tĤHF
++ �t������t�� , �27�

where the equality ĤHF
−− =−ĤHF

++, valid for the high-field
Hamiltonian, was used. The quantum integrator summarized
by Eq. �27� is the one used by Eviatar et al.26 Their vectors P
and Q correspond to �����.

3. The spectrum and the reduced density operator

The FID spectrum, which we aim to simulate, is the
Fourier–Laplace transform of the transverse magnetization
M+=Mx+iMy,

M̃+��� = �
0

�

e−i�tM+�t�dt . �28�

Here, M+�t�= �M̂+�t�� is the quantum mechanical expectation

of the operator M̂+� Ŝ+. �The proportionality constant is ne-
glected, since the absolute value of the measured spectrum
depends on the instrumental factors and is not very relevant.�
Two consequences follow from the proportionality of M̂+ to

Ŝ+. First, from Eq. �8�, M+�t� satisfies

M+�t� = ����t��M̂+�����t�� = ei�0t����t��M̂+����t�� . �29�

Therefore, one can sandwich the operator M̂+ in the
Schrödinger picture with the state vector in the interaction
picture and simply shift the resulting spectrum by the Larmor
frequency,

M̃+�� + �0� = �
0

�

e−i�t����t��M̂+����t��dt . �30�

Second, since Ŝ+ is a raising operator, for the expectation in
Eq. �30�, one has

����t��M̂+����t�� = ���+�t��M̂+���−�t�� . �31�

This last equality motivates the introduction of the �reduced�
density matrix,

�−+�t� � ���−�t�����+�t�� , �32�

in terms of which

����t��M̂+����t�� = Tr�M̂+�−+�t�	 . �33�

TABLE I. Larmor precession frequencies, f =�e /2�, and associated periods
for various magnetic field strengths.

B0 �T� 0.34 1.21 3.39 6.07 8.92 12.8

f �GHz� 9.5 34 95 170 250 360
T �ps� 100 30 10 6 4 3
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In the high-field approximation, the dynamics of �−+ are
decoupled from the dynamics of the other sectors of the spin
density matrix ��++, �+−, and �−−, analogously defined to
Eq. �32��. From the propagation scheme in Eq. �27� and the
definition of �−+, its short-time dynamics automatically
follow:

�−+�t + 
t� = ei
tĤHF
++ �t��−+�t�ei
tĤHF

++ �t�. �34�

Note that the same matrix acts on both sides of �−+ in this
last equation, which is different from the propagation of the
density matrix in the full Hilbert space.

Equation �34� forms the basis of our integrator for the
�relevant sector� of the quantum spin dynamics. Its numerical
efficiency depends on the possibility to rapidly calculate the
matrix exponential,

ei
tĤHF
++ �t� = ei
t�1/2��e�B0Gzz� �t�+a�t�·Î�, �35�

at each time step. Since the first term in the parentheses leads
to a simple, time-dependent phase factor, the problem re-
duces to the evaluation of the matrix exponential due to the
second term. Straightforwardly, this can be achieved by first

diagonalizing the matrix a�t� · Î in the nuclear spin space with
a similarity transformation, exponentiating its eigenvalues,
and performing the similarity transformation in reverse. A
more efficient alternative is possible due to the relation be-
tween the nuclear spin matrices and the three dimensional
representation of the rotation group.33 For the latter, it is
known that the matrix

N̂ = 

i

niÎi, �36�

where n� = �nx ,ny ,nz� is a unit vector, satisfies

e−i�N̂ = ÊI − i�sin ��N̂ − �1 − cos ��N̂2. �37�

Here, to prevent confusion with the nuclear spin operator, ÊI

denotes the identity operator in the three dimensional Hilbert
space of the nuclear spin. �Equation �37� can be easily veri-

fied by using N̂3=−N̂.� As a result, solving the eigenvalue

problem of a�t� · Î at each time step is avoided. Instead, the
magnitude a and direction n� of the vector a�t� are calculated.
The rotation angle �=�e
t 1

2a and the unit vector n� are used
to construct the short-time propagator �37�, as shown explic-
itly in Eqs. �A1� and �A2�.

At this stage, our choice to perform the quantum propa-
gation by using Eq. �34� instead of Eq. �27� seems to be
largely a matter of taste since the same short-time propagator
�Eq. �35�� needs to be calculated for both. In fact, when
working with �−+, one has to keep track of a 3�3 matrix,
whereas only two 3�1 vectors are updated when working
with �����. The advantage of the density matrix becomes
apparent when the initial conditions of the quantum process
are considered.

What we want to simulate is the FID after a � /2 �90°�
pulse applied at time t=0. The pulse rotates the macroscopic
magnetization to the x-y plane; therefore, right after the
pulse, M+�t=0+�=1. However, this initial condition does not
uniquely determine the state vector ���0+��. Thus, working

with the state vector requires an additional averaging over all
the possible starting state vectors that give the correct initial
magnetization. In Ref. 34, for example, the entries of the
starting state vector were randomly generated subject to the

constraint ���0+��Ŝ+���0+��=1. For each of those vectors, the
Schrödinger equation was numerically propagated and the
results were averaged. The necessity to randomly vary the
initial state vector and repeat the calculation disappears if
one works with the density matrix, since the latter already
represents the ensemble average of all the state vectors con-
sistent with the macroscopic initial condition. Propagating
the density matrix, therefore, eliminates the sampling noise
associated with averaging over a finite number of random
initial state vectors and completely justifies the extra compu-
tational cost of propagating a 3�3 matrix as opposed to a
3�1 vector.

At equilibrium, decoupled initial conditions can be as-
sumed for the classical and quantal processes; thus, �0�
=eq, where the equilibrium density operator is given in
terms of the average Hamiltonian,

eq � exp�− �H̄̂/kBT� . �38�

�Here kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature.� At
room temperature, the average Hamiltonian is typically less
than 1% of kBT, so the exponential can be expanded to the
first order. For a sample equilibrated under the influence of a
constant magnetic field in the z direction,

eq � a�Ê − bŜz� , �39�

where Ê is the identity operator in Hilbert space, and a and b
are scalar coefficients. At any later time, the density matrix
can always be written in the form

�t� � a�Ê + ��t�� , �40�

since Ê commutes with the Hamiltonian. Additionally, Ê has
no effect on the expectation value of the magnetization,

Tr�M̂Ê	=0, because M̂ is proportional to Ŝ. As a result, one
only needs to keep track of ��t�, which in that sense is the
relevant part of the density matrix. From Eq. �39�, ��0�
=�eq� Ŝz. After the 90° pulse, ��0+�� Ŝy, which implies that

�−+�0+�� ÊI.

B. Generating stochastic trajectories for rotational
diffusion

In this section, we develop an efficient numerical inte-
grator for the rotational Brownian diffusion of a body-fixed
frame B with respect to a space-fixed frame S. The presence
of an ordering potential U���, where �= �� ,� ,�	 denotes
the instantaneous orientation of B with respect to S param-
etrized by using the Euler angles �, �, and �, is also allowed.
This basic model forms the basis for more sophisticated
motional models such as MOMD and SRLS.

1. Quaternions and rotational dynamics

When dealing with kinematics of rotations, it is more
convenient to work with quaternions rather than Euler angles
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�The relation between the two sets of parameters is given in
Eq. �B1�.� To keep track of the orientation of B with respect
to S, we use the 2�2 unitary matrices,

Q = �q0 − iq3 − q2 − iq1

q2 − iq1 q0 + iq3
 = q0�0 − i


i

qi�i, �41�

with unit determinant,

q0
2 + q1

2 + q2
2 + q3

2 = 1. �42�

The Pauli spin matrices �1, �2, and �3 and the 2�2 identity
matrix �0 should not be confused with the density matrix of
the previous section. The real numbers qi are the components
of the quaternion corresponding to the transformation relat-
ing B to S. When the coordinate frame B moves with respect
to S, Q becomes time dependent. Its equation of motion is

d

dt
Q�t� = W�t�Q�t� , �43�

where

W�t� = − i
1

2

i

�i�t��i. �44�

In these expressions, ��t� is the instantaneous angular veloc-
ity of B. Its components �i are with respect to S. Given a
time series of ��t�, Eq. �43� can be numerically integrated to
generate the time series of Q, as was done by Fedchenia
et al. in their rigorous treatment of isotropic rotational
diffusion restricted to a conical region.28

In the case of anisotropic diffusion, it becomes necessary
to work with the components of � with respect to B �will be
discussed in more detail below�. Denoting these by �i�
and defining

W
�
�t� = − i

1

2

i

�i��t��i, �45�

the equation of motion of Q becomes

d

dt
Q�t� = Q�t�W

�
�t� . �46�

�The prime as a subscript should not be confused with the
prime as a superscript, which was used to denote states and
operators in the interaction picture.� Observe the algebra-
ically trivial but important difference between Eqs. �43� and
�46�. In the former, the components of the angular velocity of
the rotating frame are with respect to the stationary frame; in
the latter, they are with respect to the body-fixed frame.
Equation �46� may be integrated numerically as

Q�t + 
t� = Q�t�e
tW
�
�t�. �47�

This form of propagation is very attractive because it pre-
serves the determinant of Q and, thus, the normalization of
the quaternion �Eq. �42��. In close similarity to the evaluation
of Eq. �35� by using Eq. �37�, the matrix in Eq. �47� can be
exponentiated calculating only trigonometric functions,

exp�− i

i

�i��t�
t

2
�i

= cos ��0 − i sin �

i

ui�i

= �cos � − iuz sin � − �uy + iux�sin �

�uy − iux�sin � cos � + iuz sin �
 . �48�

Here, � and u� = �ux ,uy ,uz� denote, respectively, the magni-
tude and the direction of the vector ���t�
t /2. Equations
�47� and �48� constitute our numerical scheme for propagat-
ing the quaternion QSB describing the orientation of the
coordinate system B with respect to the system S. What is
missing so far is the physics of the orientational dynamics, to
be addressed next, which determines how ���t� changes with
time.

2. Anisotropic Brownian diffusion in external
potential

Starting from this section, we drop the subscript prime
with the understanding that all the vector and tensor compo-
nents are with respect to B. We are interested in describing
rotational diffusion in the presence of a potential U���. In
the limit of high friction, when inertial terms can be
neglected, the components of the instantaneous angular
velocity ��t� �in B� satisfy the equation of motion,35,36

��t� = − D � u���t�� + ��t� . �49�

The first term on the right hand side of the equality corre-
sponds to the systematic torque due to the potential

u��� � U���/kBT , �50�

whereas the second term is the random torque which leads to
the orientational diffusion. The other symbols in Eq. �49� are
the rotational diffusion tensor D �diagonal in B� and the ori-
entational gradient operator,33

� = � �

��x
,

�

��y
,

�

��z
 , �51�

where �i is the angle of rotation around the ith axis of B. The
components of the random torque satisfy the conditions35,36

E��i�t�	 = 0, E��i�t1�� j�t2�	 = 2Dii�ij��t1 − t2� , �52�

where E denotes expectation over the Gaussian probability
density of �. In this last expression, Dii are the components
of D �with respect to B�.

It is important to realize that conditions �52� are valid
only when the components of � are with respect to the coor-
dinate frame in which the diffusion tensor is diagonal. Only
in this frame do the components of the diffusion tensor and,
therefore, the intensities of the random torque decouple. An
isotropic diffusion tensor is diagonal in any coordinate sys-
tem, including the space-fixed frame, which makes it pos-
sible to exclusively express all the vector components with
respect to S. To treat the general anisotropic case, we have to
work with the components of the diffusion tensor with re-
spect to B. Hence, as already alluded to, using Eq. �46�
instead of Eq. �43� is crucial.
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By writing the torque −�u��� in terms of the angular
momentum operator J,10,35,36

− �u��� = − iJu��� , �53�

Equation �49� can be rewritten in component form as

�i�t� = − iDiiJiu���t�� + �i�t� , �54�

where the partial differential operators corresponding to the
components Ji �in B� are37

Jz = − i
�

��

�55�

J� = e�i��− i cot �
�

��
�

�

��
+

i

sin �

�

��
� ,

with J�=Jx� iJy. The action of the Ji on the potential
becomes analytically tractable if the latter is written as an
expansion over the eigenfunctions of the former. The Wigner
functions,

Dnm
j ��� = e−in�dnm

j ���e−im�, �56�

are eigenfunctions of Jz that satisfy37

JzDnm
j ��� = − mDnm

j ��� ,

�57�
J�Dnm

j ��� = − �j�j + 1� − m�m � 1�Dnm�1
j ��� .

Therefore, it is convenient to choose the ordering potential in
the form8–12

u��� = − 

j,m

cm
j D0m

j ��� , �58�

which leads to the expressions

− iJxu = −
i

2

j,m

cm
j �C+

j,mD0m+1
j + C−

j,mD0m−1
j � ,

− iJyu = −
1

2

j,m

cm
j �C+

j,mD0m+1
j − C−

j,mD0m−1
j � , �59�

− iJzu = − i

j,m

cm
j mD0m

j ,

where the coefficients,

C�
j,m � �j�j + 1� − m�m � 1� , �60�

have been introduced to simplify the notation. Expressions
�59� are evaluated in Appendix C for some popular choices
of the potential. There, the advantage of writing the differen-
tial operator �51� in terms of the angular momentum opera-
tors Ji becomes apparent. The action of Jz and J� on the
Wigner rotation matrices transforms the problem of differen-
tiation of the potential to straightforward algebraic manipu-
lation of the components of the corresponding quaternion.
The only remaining task is to account for the random term in
Eq. �54�. Given its statistical properties �Eq. �52��, the nu-
merical integration of Eq. �54� involves the generation of
three random numbers Ni�t� with Gaussian distribution of

zero mean and unit standard deviation, which are then used
to calculate

�i�t�
t

2
= − iJiu�Q�t��

Dii
t

2
+�Dii
t

2
Ni�t� . �61�

The combination �i�t�
t /2 was the necessary input to
Eqs. �47� and �48�.

3. Spherical grid for the initial conditions

Finally, we consider the initial conditions for the rota-
tional diffusion, which can be generated as random orienta-
tions of B with respect to S, weighted by the Boltzmann
factor exp�−u����. In practice, systematically covering the
surface of a sphere with a homogeneously distributed grid is
found to be much more efficient than a random choice.38

Different spherical grids are compared in Ref. 38, where it is
conclusively demonstrated that distributing the points along
a spiral that twists from the north pole to the south pole leads
to the most efficient grid with high convergence rate. The
spherical polar coordinates of the points along the spiral
are38

�i = arccos�si�, �i = ��N arcsin�si� , �62�

where si� �−1,1�,i=1, . . . ,N, parametrizes the spiral and N
is the number of points on the spiral. The potentials u���
that we consider are proportional to D0m

j ��� �see Appendix
C�. Since these Wigner functions are independent of �, the
initial conditions for the Euler angles are chosen as �=0,
�=�i, and �=�i, and the corresponding quaternion is calcu-
lated by using Eq. �B1�.

C. Testing the integrators

By building on the rotational dynamics discussed above,
it is straightforward to generate trajectories for typical sto-
chastic models of the spin label dynamics such as Brownian
rotational diffusion �BD�, MOMD9 and SRLS,10,11 which
schematically can be represented as

BD: L ——→

free

�an�isotropic

diffusion

M ——→
fixed

N,

MOMD: L ——→
powder

D ——→

restricted

�an�isotropic

diffusion

M ——→
fixed

N,

SRLS: L ——→

free

isotropic

diffusion

D ——→

restricted

�an�isotropic

diffusion

M ——→
fixed

N.

In the last two models, the molecular frame M is allowed to
diffuse with respect to D. The ordering potential which re-
stricts the diffusion of M is fixed in this latter “director”
frame. In that sense, M and D correspond, respectively, to the
body-fixed frame B and stationary frame S of Sec. II B.
D itself can be either randomly oriented �MOMD� or un-
dergo free isotropic diffusion �SRLS� with respect to L.
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When treating the diffusive motion of D with respect to L,
the former plays the role of the body-fixed frame B and the
latter of the stationary frame S. In the BD model, there is no
ordering potential; thus, the intermediate director frame is
skipped. To simulate this model by using the formalism of
Sec. II B, L is identified with S and M with B. The initial
conditions for each of the diffusion parts in a given model
are chosen from points distributed on a spherical grid.

In addition to the dynamical events explicitly present in
the models, the spectral lines are typically broadened due to
relaxation mechanisms not accounted for in the simulation.
Such broadening can be easily included phenomenologically
in the form of Lorentzian and Gaussian relaxation times.
Lorentzian broadening with relaxation time constant TL is
achieved by multiplying the magnetization M+�t� by e−t/TL.
Gaussian broadening is introduced by convoluting the spec-
tral lines with a Gaussian. Since convolution in the fre-
quency domain is multiplication in the time domain, this can

be done by multiplying M+�t� by e−t2/8TG
2
, where TG is the

derivative peak-to-peak linewidth of the Gaussian. Last, the
trajectories are of some finite duration T. To prevent the con-
tamination of the spectrum with high frequencies due to the
abrupt termination of the trajectories, the integrand is multi-
plied by the Hamming window,39

hT�t� = 0.54 + 0.46 cos��t/T� . �63�

An absorption spectrum in derivative mode is, therefore, cal-
culated as

dM̃+���
d�

= Im �
0

T

dt te−i�thT�t�e−t/TLe−t2/8TG
2
M+�t� . �64�

ESR spectra at B0=0.34 T for the BD model with iso-
tropic diffusion are presented in Fig. 1. Our time-domain
spectra, simulated by using the proposed trajectory-based ap-
proach, are compared with spectra simulated by using the

SLE-based software of Freed and co-workers over motional
regimes ranging from slow �D=1�106 s−1� to fast �D
=100�106 s−1�. The correlation time scales associated with
these diffusion rates range from 1.67 to 167 ns �Table II�.
Excellent agreement between the two simulation strategies is
observed over the whole motional regime. The effect of the
anisotropy of the diffusion tensor is illustrated in Fig. 2,
where spectra simulated by using trajectories are superim-
posed with spectra simulated with the SLE. Again, the agree-
ment is excellent. As expected, fast rotational diffusion about
the nitroxide z axis �Dzz�Dyy �Dxx, top spectrum� does not
mix the larger Azz component with the smaller Axx and Ayy

components as efficiently as fast rotation about the x and y
axes �bottom two spectra�. Therefore, the resulting spectrum
is more slowlike in the former case compared to the latter
two, for which the averaging of Azz is more efficient.
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the ordering potential on the
spectra. The ordering potential for the top spectrum was as
given in Eq. �C7� with c0

2=2.0. The potential for the bottom
spectrum was as in Eq. �C9� with c2

2=2.0. Isotropic diffusion
with D=30�106 s−1 was used for both of the simulations.
Again, the continuous lines were simulated in the frequency
domain, by the SLE, and the dashed lines in the time
domain. The agreement is excellent.

The values of the magnetic tensors used in the simula-
tions in Figs. 1–3 are given in Eq. �22�. The other simulation
parameters are summarized in Table III. There, “stpN” indi-
cates the number of simulation steps that each stochastic tra-
jectory lasted and 
t is the integration time step. Naturally,
the duration of each trajectory is the product of these two.
“freN” and “rstN” are the numbers of spherical grid points
used for the two separate spherical grids. freN points were
used for the free diffusion of M �BD� and the random distri-

FIG. 1. Spectra of isotropic-free diffusion for various diffusion rates in units
of 106 s−1 �indicated next to each spectrum�, simulated by using the
trajectory-based approach �dashed lines� and the SLE �continuous lines�.
The magnetic tensors gN and AN are given in Eq. �22�; B0=0.34 T.

TABLE II. Time scales, �=1 /6D, for the diffusion rates used in the simu-
lation of the spectra in Figs. 1–3.

D ��106 s−1� 1 3 10 30 100

� �ns� 167 55.6 16.7 5.56 1.67

FIG. 2. Simulated time-domain �dashed� and frequency-domain �continu-
ous� spectra of anisotropic-free diffusion. The components of the diffusion
tensor, 10�, 30�, and 100�106 s−1, were assigned in the order indicated in
the plot. The magnetic tensors are given in Eq. �22�; B0=0.34 T.
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bution of D �MOMD� with respect to L. rstN points were
used for the restricted diffusion of M with respect to D
�MOMD�. Since this last diffusion is not present in the BD
model, rstN in this case indicates the number of independent
trajectories initiated from each of the freN spherical grid
points. Finally, the last column gives the value of the inho-
mogeneous Gaussian broadening introduced in the spectra by
hand. Note that the integration time step used to simulate the
spectra in Figs. 1 and 2 is much smaller than the correlation
time scales of the rotational diffusion �Table II�; thus, it
should be sufficient to follow the dynamics. The only excep-
tion is D=100�106 s−1. The excellent agreement of our
spectra with the spectra simulated by using the SLE indicates
that even in this case, the integration time step is adequate. A
smaller integration time step was chosen for the two MOMD
models to ensure the faithful resolution of the gradient of the
potential energy.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
ESR spectra simulated by using trajectories of free or re-
stricted nonisotropic rotational diffusion models show quan-
titative agreement with spectra simulated by using the SLE.40

It is worth emphasizing though, that the simulation of the
spectra reported in Figs. 1–3 by using stochastic trajectories
took at least a thousand times more computer time than their
calculation with the SLE. Using trajectories is, therefore, jus-
tified only when the dynamics is not amenable to treatment
with the SLE, as in the case of MD simulations. When spec-
tra of the BD, MOMD, and SRLS models need to be simu-
lated, the SLE is much more efficient and should be the
method of choice.

III. COMBINING MD AND STOCHASTIC
TRAJECTORIES

MD simulations of a spin labeled macromolecule are
expected to offer insight into the detailed dynamics of the

spin label and its environment. At the same time, the simu-
lations will most certainly fail to sample the global macro-
molecular dynamics, e.g., the tumbling of a protein in solu-
tion. In such cases, the MD trajectories will not realistically
reflect the experimental situation and ESR spectra simulated
from them will fail to reproduce the observed spectra. Thus,
for the quantitative comparison of simulated and recorded
spectra, it becomes necessary to be able to introduce the
effect of the rotational diffusive dynamics in addition to the
dynamics of the spin label present in the MD trajectories.
This can be achieved by allowing the coordinate system M,
attached to the macromolecule, to undergo isotropic �or an-
isotropic� rotational diffusion with respect to the laboratory-
fixed coordinate frame L,

L ——→

rotational

diffusion

M ——→

MD

trajectories

N. �65�

In this scheme, the dynamics of the coordinate frame N with
respect to M are provided by the MD trajectories, whereas
the dynamics of M with respect to L are generated by using
the time-domain formalism developed in the previous sec-
tion. Below, we will discuss a few formal issues related to
putting such a stochastic/MD trajectory-based approach into
use and illustrate its application by using the MD trajectories
of a spin labeled, polyalanine � helix in explicit solvent.25

A. Coarse graining the MD trajectories in time

The trajectories coming from atomistic MD simulations
are typically sampled about every �t=1 ps.25 Although it is
possible to use every snapshot from the trajectories and in-
tegrate the quantum spin dynamics with this time step, this
would be wasteful since the magnetization relaxes on a much
longer time scale. One option is to decimate the MD trajec-
tories and use snapshots separated by a hundred or a thou-
sand steps. Alternatively, the magnetic tensors can be aver-
aged over a time window 
t �
t��t�, along each MD
trajectory. The time averaging can be justified by the same
arguments that led to the high-field approximation. The only
complication is the possibility of resonance41,42 between the
Larmor precession and the variations of the magnetic tensors
at the Larmor frequency. Eventually, we will neglect the ef-
fect of the resonance but to clarify the assumptions making
this possible, we start by considering it.

The Fourier series decomposition of the operators

V̂�=z,��t�, defined in Eq. �10�, in the interval �t , t+
t� can be
written as

V̂��t + �� = V̂�
�0��t� + 


	�0
V̂�

�	��t�ei	�/�, �66�

where �� �0,
t�, �=
t /2�, and 	= �1, �2, . . .. The zero-

frequency term V̂�
�0��t� has been separated from the fast fluc-

tuations which are isolated in the exponents ei	�/�. The coef-

ficients V̂�
����t� are slowly varying. They are constant during

each time interval 
t and change only when going from one
interval to the next, which is the reason for their t

dependence. The part V̂�
�0��t� is the average value of the

FIG. 3. Comparison of time-domain �dashed� and SLE �continuous� spectra
for two MOMD models with �c0

2 ,c2
2�= �2.0,0� and �0, 2.0�, respectively. The

nonzero coefficient is indicated next to the spectrum. D=30�106 s−1. The
magnetic tensors are given in Eq. �22�; B0=0.34 T.

TABLE III. Parameters used in the simulation of the spectra in Figs. 1–3.

Model B0 �T� stpN 
t �ns� freN rstN TG
−1 �G�

BD 0.34 800 1.0 1600 800 1.0
MOMD 0.34 2000 0.4 3200 1600 1.0
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Hamiltonian in each time interval; it is the only part that we
will ultimately use.

To simplify the argument and keep track of the reso-
nance, let us choose the fast time scale, over which we intend
to average, to be an integer multiple of the Larmor preces-
sion time scale: �=n /�0. With that, the interaction
Hamiltonian becomes

V̂��t� = V̂�0��t� + 

	�0

V̂�	��t�ei	t/�, �67�

where we have defined

V̂����t� � V̂z
����t� + 


�=�

V̂�
��−�n��t� �68�

for �=0, �1, �2, . . . �cf. Eq. �9��. As before, we look for a
solution of the Schrödinger equation �7� in the form �14�.
Again, our goal is to derive an equation of motion for ��0�t��
only, since the fast oscillations will average out the rest. The
nonoscillating terms give

��̇0�t�� = − iV̂�0��t���0�t�� − �i 

	�0

V̂�−	��t���	�t�� , �69�

whereas the oscillating terms, proportional to ei	t/� with
	�0, lead to

i	��	�t�� + ���̇	�t�� = − iV̂�	��t���0�t��

− �i

��0

V̂�	−���t�����t�� . �70�

When an equation for ��0�t�� to the first order in � is desired,
it is enough to determine ��	�t�� to zeroth order in � from
this last equation. To that order,

��	�t�� = −
1

	
V̂�	��t���0�t�� . �71�

By substituting in Eq. �69�, we obtain

��̇0�t�� = − iĤS�t���0�t�� , �72�

with slow Hamiltonian

ĤS�t� � V̂�0��t� + � 

	�0

1

	
�V̂�	��t�,V̂�−	��t�� . �73�

Equation �73� is a generalization of Eq. �19�. There, to

zeroth order, one only had to consider V̂z�t�, which was pro-

portional to Ŝz, leading to the slow Hamiltonian Eq. �23�.
Here, even to zeroth order, terms proportional to Ŝ�, namely,

V̂�
��n��t�, are present in V̂�0��t� �as can be seen from Eq. �68�

with �=0�. As a reminder, n was chosen to be the ratio
between the Larmor precession frequency and the frequency
for which the time averaging is performed. The terms

V̂�
��n��t�, therefore, correspond to fast variation in the mag-

netic tensors at the Larmor frequency. By going to the frame
rotating at the Larmor frequency, the oscillations of the mag-
netic tensors which rotate at the same frequency but in the
“opposite sense” are seen at zero frequency. This is the reso-
nance phenomenon that was previously mentioned. We as-
sume that the variation of the magnetic tensors at the time

scale of the Larmor frequency is much smaller than the
variation during the the time interval 
t over which the av-
eraging is performed. This assumption seems to be reason-
able given that the fast time scale �last row of Table I� and
the slow time scale �last row of Table IV, to be estimated
below� are separated by at least an order of magnitude. Thus,

we neglect V̂�
��n��t� in comparison with V̂z�t�. It is worth

emphasizing again that neglecting the parts of the Hamil-
tonian which oscillate on the time scale of the Larmor pre-
cession limits our analysis to T2 relaxation processes. The
relaxation of the longitudinal magnetization is driven by

V̂�
��n��t� and is entirely missed when these terms are

neglected.
Now, let us estimate the magnitude of the correction to

the zeroth order slow Hamiltonian. In Eq. �73�, 1 /�
=2� /
t, where 
t is the time window over which we
want to average. 
t=1 ns, for example, corresponds to
f =1000 MHz. Variation of A on the order of 30 G is about
100 MHz. Therefore the 	=1 term containing the hyperfine
tensor is suppressed by at least 1 /10. For B0=1.2 T, the
variation of the traceless part of g is also about 100 MHz and
increases for higher fields. Thus 
t=1 ns is a conservative
time step for B0=0.34 and 1.21 T. When B0=12.8 T, the
time step should be ten times smaller, so 
t=1 /10 ns is more
appropriate. In between, one can choose 
t=1 /3 ns for B0

=3.4 T, 
t=1 /5 ns for B0=6.07 T, and 
t=1 /8 ns for B0

=8.92 T. These choices are summarized in Table IV. They
are on the conservative side, especially for the stronger
fields, since we have assumed that the magnetic tensors
change by the maximum possible amount over the duration
of the averaging interval 
t.

B. Averaged magnetic tensors

Finally, we discuss how to average the magnetic tensors
over the desired time interval 
t. The tensors G and A, col-
lectively denoted by T, are diagonal in N. Their transforma-
tion to L is achieved as

Tij
L�t� = 


k

Rik�QLN�t��Tkk
N Rjk�QLN�t�� , �74�

where the rotation matrix R�QLN�t�� rotates the axes of L to
the axes of N at time t. �Equation �B2� shows how the rota-
tion matrix is calculated from the quaternion.� When nested
rotational frames are considered,

L ——→
QLM�t�

M ——→
QMN�t�

N, �75�

the quaternion corresponding to the transformation L→N is
obtained as the product of the quaternions of all the succes-
sive transformations: QLN�t�=QLM�t�QMN�t�. Suppose that
the last of these transformations is available as a MD trajec-
tory with fine temporal resolution �t. Assuming that the other

TABLE IV. Estimates for the duration of the time-averaging window 
t for
various magnetic field strengths B0.

B0 �T� 0.34 1.21 3.39 6.07 8.92 12.8


t �ns� 1 1 1 /3 1 /5 1 /8 1 /10
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transformations evolve on a time scale 
t much longer than
�t, the time averaging of the trajectory is performed as fol-
lows. First, the averaged magnetic tensors,

T̄M�t� � RMN�t�TNRMN
T �t� , �76�

are calculated, where the line indicates that the quantity un-
der it is averaged over a time window 
t. Then, for each
time window, the coordinate frame in which the averaged
tensor is diagonal is determined. The similarity transforma-
tion,

T̄M�t� = RMT�t�T̄T�t�RMT
T �t� , �77�

where T̄T is a diagonal matrix, defines the �instantaneous�
coordinate frame T of the averaged magnetic tensor. It is
clear that, even though G and A are diagonal in the same
coordinate frame N, the principle axes of the two frames may
generally differ after the averaging. Therefore, one needs to
keep track of the frames G and A as a function of the aver-
aging window. This is done by recording the three diagonal

entries of T̄T �T=G ,A� and the quaternion QMT �T=G,A�
for each averaging window.

C. Application to the spin label side chain R1 attached
to a polyalanine � helix

We illustrate the stochastic/MD methodology presented
above by using a set of 18 MD trajectories of a spin labeled,
15-residue, polyalanine � helix.25 The system was fully sol-
vated with 686 TIP3P waters and simulated with CHARMM.43

The resulting system of 2247 atoms filled a tetragonal simu-
lation box with starting side lengths of 26.0, 26.0, and
34.0 Å. Periodic boundary conditions were used. The elec-
trostatics were treated with particle mesh Ewald
summation.44,45 Pressure and temperature pistons were used
to achieve a NpT ensemble at T=297 K and p=1 atm.46 To
prevent the unfolding of the helix in water, the first five and
the last five residues were harmonically restrained to their
starting positions with force constants of 0.5 kcal /mol Å2.
Each of the 18 trajectories extended for 100 ns. Snapshots
were saved every 1 ps. Additional details about the simula-
tions are given elsewhere.25

The effective viscosity of the TIP3P water model used in
the simulations is about 2.86 times smaller than the experi-
mental value.47,48 As a result, the diffusion coefficient of
small solutes and molecular moieties tend to be too fast.
Since the spin label in the simulations is solvent exposed, we
scale the MD time axis by a factor of 2.5 to account for the

underestimated solvent viscosity. Thus, the time interval be-
tween two MD snapshots becomes �t=2.5 ps, and the effec-
tive duration of the trajectories becomes 250 ns.

Dividing the estimates of 
t from Table IV by �t gives
the number of MD frames one needs to average over. To
assess the reliability of the estimated averaging windows, we
perform the spectral simulations for two different values of

t: Half and twice the estimated value. These are listed in
Table V as parameter sets A and B, respectively. The num-
bers in the “avgN” column correspond to the number of �t
=2.5 ps steps one averages over to obtain the coarse-grained
time step in the 
t column. The last two columns in Table V
list the number of spherical grid points “sphN,” used to start
the stochastic trajectories of isotropic diffusion, and the
Gaussian broadening TG

−1 introduced in the calculation of the
spectra.

The increase in sphN with B0 in Table V indicates that to
achieve a similarly low intensity of the noise in the calcu-
lated spectra, one has to average over many more realizations
of the dynamics �i.e., trajectories� at higher fields than at
lower fields. This is related to the fact that high-field spectra
are much more sensitive to the details of the dynamics, as
evident from the progressive shortening of the estimated av-
eraging window 
t �Table IV�. A similar demand on the
number of realizations applies to the MD trajectories when
they are used to simulate ESR spectra. Not surprisingly, the
spectra for B0�3.4 T, calculated according to the model
�Eq. �65�� by using the 18 MD trajectories as is, are unac-
ceptably noisy �not shown�. The problem is significantly al-
leviated by using the valuable dynamical information present
in the MD trajectories in a less wasteful way. Whereas the
� /2 pulse fixes the origin of time for the quantal dynamics
of the spins, the classical dynamics of the spin label is not
affected by it and is invariant under translation of the time
axis. Therefore, we can imagine that the pulse is applied
when the MD trajectories have already progressed up to
some arbitrary time t and simulate the free induction decay
by using the remaining part of the trajectories. More system-
atically, we use one MD trajectory several times by starting
from time instances separated by a fixed lag time. For con-
venience, we choose the lag time to be the same as the larg-
est averaging window in Table V, namely, 2 ns. As a result,
each MD trajectory �with duration of 250 ns after scaling by
2.5� is used 125 times, but the additional segments are of
increasingly shorter duration.

Figure 4 shows spectra at five different field strengths
simulated with parameter sets A or B. All of the simulations

TABLE V. Parameters used in the simulation of the spectra in Fig. 4. A lag time of 2.0 ns and an additional
Lorentzian broadening of TD

−1=0.3 G were used for all the simulations.

B0 �T�

A B

sphN TG
−1 �G�
t �ns� avgN 
t �ns� avgN

0.34 500 200 2.0 800 400 1.0
1.21 500 200 2.0 800 400 1.0
3.39 125 50 0.5 200 3 200 1.5
6.07 100 40 0.4 160 6 400 1.8
8.92 62.5 25 0.25 100 12 800 2.0
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include the effect of isotropic tumbling with a diffusion co-
efficient D=18�106 s−1, in addition to the dynamics coming
from the MD trajectories. The diffusion coefficient was cho-
sen as representative of the global rotational diffusion of T4
lysozyme �T4L� in water at 22 °C.31,32 The agreement be-
tween the spectra simulated with the two sets of parameters
indicates that in this particular case, it is safe to use time
steps 
t twice as large as the estimates in Table IV.

X-band �0.34 T� spectra of spin labeled T4L are often
recorded in 30 wt % sucrose solution to reduce the narrow-
ing effect of the global protein tumbling on the spectral
lines.49–52 Since this solution is about 3.3 times more viscous
than an aqueous solution with no sucrose, the rotational dif-
fusion coefficient of T4L is brought down to about D=6
�106 s−1. Occasionally, it has been assumed that, as far as

the X-band ESR spectra are concerned, the tumbling of the
protein in 30 wt % sucrose solution can be completely disre-
garded, justifying the use of the MOMD model to fit such
spectra.51,53 In Fig. 5, we compare spectra simulated by com-
bining the MD trajectories with stochastic rotational diffu-
sion corresponding to D=0 and 6�106 s−1, respectively. The
latter �bottom spectrum� accounts for the effect of the global
tumbling, whereas the former �top spectrum� corresponds to
randomly orientated stationary molecules �powder spec-
trum�. Clearly, the two spectra are significantly different. Ex-
plicit treatment of the tumbling, thus, appears to be crucial
for the quantitative comparison of simulated and experimen-
tal spectra of T4L, even in 30 wt % sucrose solution.

IV. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

A methodological framework for combining MD and
stochastic trajectories in the time-domain simulation of FID
ESR spectra was presented. Stochastic trajectories were used
to account for tumbling dynamics that are slow and poorly
sampled in atomistic MD simulations. Three methodological
prerequisites were examined in detail. First, an accurate and
efficient numerical scheme for propagating the quantum dy-
namics of the spins was proposed. This was achieved by
working with the reduced density matrix in Hilbert space.
Second, an accurate and efficient numerical scheme for the
treatment of rotational Brownian diffusion was developed.
Using quaternions instead of Euler angles to parametrize the
relative orientation of two coordinate systems allowed us to
easily treat the general case of restricted anisotropic diffu-
sion. The familiar restricting potential, written as a sum of a
few spherical harmonics, fits naturally into this formalism.

Time-domain spectral simulations performed with the
developed quantal and classical integrators were compared to
the well established spectral simulation methodology of
Freed and co-workers based on the SLE. Excellent agree-
ment was observed. Finally, time averaging of the magnetic
tensors was introduced to bridge the gap between the fast
time scale of the MD trajectories and the slow time scale of
the quantum propagation. Averaging time windows appropri-
ate for the simulations of spectra at different magnetic field
strengths were estimated. The methodology of combining
MD with stochastic trajectories was illustrated by using MD
trajectories of a spin labeled, polyalanine � helix.

FIG. 4. Spectra at five different field strengths simulated from the MD
trajectories with additional global tumbling �D=18�106 s−1� using integra-
tion parameters A �continuous� and B �dashed� in Table V. The magnetic
tensors are given in Eq. �22�.

FIG. 5. Spectra at B0=0.34 T for rotational tumbling rates of D=0 and 6
�106 s−1, simulated by using parameters B. The magnetic tensors are given
in Eq. �22�.
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We would like to emphasize that the 18 MD trajectories
considered in Sec. III C serve the sole purpose of illustrating
the procedure, proposed in Sec. III, of combining atomistic
trajectories, coming from BD or MD simulations, with sto-
chastic trajectories. Although in a careful study of the simu-
lated system, it would be important to assess whether the
MD trajectories provide a complete coverage of the confor-
mational space accessible to the spin label, this is not an
issue addressed in this paper. The 18 MD simulations are
intended to serve as a “typical” set of trajectories, expected
from atomistic simulations of spin labeled proteins. These
usually comprise just a few trajectories �on the order of 10�,
extending for a limited duration �tens of nanoseconds�. Snap-
shots of the spin label are available with separation of about
1 ps, and the global tumbling of the system is too slow to be
sampled in the simulations.

Previously, different ways of numerically integrating the
spin dynamics of a nitroxide spin label have been proposed
by Steinhoff and Hubbell,20 by Eviatar et al.26,34 and by
Westlund and co-workers.21,29 The approach of Steinhoff and
co-workers, first introduced in Ref. 20 and more recently
employed again in the context of using MD trajectories for
spectral simulations,23 considers only the eigenvalues of the
instantaneous reduced Hamiltonian, disregarding the change
of the eigenvectors with time. The equations in Refs. 20 and
23 are written for a single, complex scalar magnetization;
thus, concern about a state vector or a density matrix be-
comes unnecessary and is not considered. Interpolation be-
tween the eigenvalues in the high-field and the pseudosecular
approximations �in which not only the nonsecular but also
the pseudosecular terms of the Hamiltonian are neglected� is
introduced in an ad hoc fashion.23 Since the three eigenval-
ues of the Hamiltonian are directly read from its entries, the
quantum propagation reduces to updating the time-dependent
phase of the magnetization.

Eviatar et al. developed a rigorous method to simulate
ESR spectra of nitroxides in the time domain.26 They propa-
gate two state vectors in the reduced Hilbert space, as we
discussed at the end of Sec. II A 2. The authors were reluc-
tant to work with the density matrix because, as they state,
“each trajectory describes the motion of a single molecule,
and it is therefore impossible to implement any formalism,
such as the density matrix, which implies that a calculation is
carried out on an ensemble of spins.”34 In fact, one can think
of the density matrix as a purely mathematical construct
which emerges as a result of averaging over the initial con-
ditions of the state vector. Eviatar et al. perform this averag-
ing after the classical ensemble average over the trajectories.
Because the quantum propagation along each random trajec-
tory is linear and since the classical and quantum initial con-
ditions are decoupled, exchanging the order of the two aver-
ages does not affect the final outcome.

In contrast, Usova et al. use the density operator, which
they propagate in Liouville space.29 They do not mention the
high-field approximation but in their numerical integration
scheme, only the mS=− 1

2 , mS�= + 1
2 subspace of the full Liou-

ville space is considered, which effectively imposes decou-
pled dynamics for the �−+ sub-block of the density matrix.
This is equivalent to neglecting the nonsecular terms and,

thus, invoking the high-field approximation. The authors
propagate the �reduced� density matrix in Liouville space.
The disadvantage of working in Liouville space, as opposed
to using our Eq. �34�, is not only due to the larger matrix
representation of the �reduced� Liouvillian �9�9� compared
to the Hamiltonian �3�3�. Whereas in our formulation, the
Hamiltonian can be easily and exactly exponentiated by us-
ing Eq. �37�, this is not the case for the Liouvillian. Instead,
the nondiagonal part of the Liouvillian has to be written as a
sum of three matrices, each one of which can be exponenti-
ated by using an equation similar to Eq. �37�.29 Since the
exponential of the sum is not equal to the product of the
separate exponentials, an approximation based on Trotter’s
formula has to be used.29 As a result, evaluation of the short-
time propagator in Liouville space contains five 9�9-matrix
products. In comparison, using Eq. �34� with two
3�3-matrix products is not only exact but also more
efficient.

Our treatment of rotational Brownian diffusion may be
viewed as an extension of the work of Fedchenia et al. ad-
dressing isotropic rotational diffusion in a cone.28 A stochas-
tic differential equation for the quaternion was derived from
what corresponds to our Eq. �43�.28 While this is appropriate
for isotropic diffusion, handling anisotropic diffusion neces-
sitates working with Eq. �46�. In addition, whereas the coni-
cal potential shows its presence only at the �reflecting�
boundary, the potentials studied in this paper continuously
act during the diffusion. This enables the exact treatment of
anisotropic diffusion in a potential. The only approximation
is related to the finiteness of the integration time step. This is
in contrast to Refs. 15 and 16, where jumps of constant arc
length on the surface of a unit sphere are performed in the
former, while the second Euler angle is discretized to start
with in the latter. Both are limited to free isotropic diffusion.

Steinhoff and Hubbell developed a formalism,20 which
does include anisotropic rotational diffusion in a potential. In
their presentation, no distinction is made between vector/
tensor components referred to the body-fixed frame or the
stationary frame. As we saw, this is the crucial difference
between Eqs. �43� and �46�. From the fact that an equation
equivalent to Eq. �49� is used in Ref. 20, it can be assumed
that all their equations are written in the body-fixed frame.
The perfect agreement that our spectra show with spectra
simulated by using the SLE �see Fig. 1� can be compared
with a similar test for isotropic diffusion in Fig. 6 of Ref. 20.
It is hard to assess whether the reported discrepancy between
the spectra in their work is due to the simplified propagation
of the quantum dynamics or due to the treatment of the
rotational diffusion.

Even when MD and stochastic trajectories are used to-
gether, as proposed in this paper, the demands on the number
and duration of the MD trajectories are largely unrealistic for
routine MD simulations of solvated spin labeled proteins.
Currently, we are exploring ways of building stochastic,
discrete-state Markov chain models from the MD trajectories
and simulating the ESR spectra for the models, rather than
directly using the MD trajectories. If successful, such an
approach will replace the stochastic/MD dynamical model
�Eq. �65�� with a purely stochastic one,
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L →

rotational

diffusion

M →

Markov

chain

N. �78�

The time-domain integrators developed in Sec. II and the
time-averaging arguments of Sec. III remain equally useful
for this model.
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APPENDIX A: MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS
FOR EQUATION „37…

Defining c�= �cos �−1� and s�=−sin �, the real
and imaginary parts of Eq. �37� are

Re�e−i�N̂� = I3 + �c��nz
2 + � 1

2��nx
2 + ny

2�� � 1
�2��s�ny + c�nznx� c�� 1

2��nx
2 − ny

2�

� 1
�2��− s�ny + c�nznx� c��nx

2 + ny
2� � 1

�2��s�ny − c�nznx�

c�� 1
2��nx

2 − ny
2� � 1

�2��− s�ny − c�nznx� c��nz
2 + � 1

2��nx
2 + ny

2�� � �A1�

and

Im�e−i�N̂� = � s�nz � 1
�2��s�nx − c�nzny� − c�nxny

� 1
�2��s�nx + c�nzny� 0 � 1

�2��s�nx + c�nzny�

c�nxny � 1
�2��s�nx − c�nzny� − s�nz

� , �A2�

where I3 indicates the 3�3 identity matrix.

APPENDIX B: EULER ANGLES, QUATERNIONS,
THE ROTATION MATRIX, AND ELEMENTS
OF THE WIGNER ROTATION MATRICES

If the orientation of B with respect to S is given in terms
of the Euler angles �= �� ,� ,�	, the components of the cor-
responding quaternion can be calculated as54

q0 = cos��/2�cos��� + ��/2�,

q1 = sin��/2�sin��� − ��/2� ,

�B1�
q2 = sin��/2�cos��� − ��/2�,

q3 = cos��/2�sin��� + ��/2� .

From the components of the quaternion, the 3�3 rotation
matrix is calculated as37

R = �q0
2 + q1

2 − q2
2 − q3

2 2q1q2 − 2q0q3 2q1q3 + 2q0q2

2q1q2 + 2q0q3 q0
2 − q1

2 + q2
2 − q3

2 2q2q3 − 2q0q1

2q1q3 − 2q0q2 2q2q3 + 2q0q1 q0
2 − q1

2 − q2
2 + q3

2� .

�B2�

The matrix elements of R correspond to the direction cosines
between the unit vectors i� of the stationary coordinate system
and the unit vectors j�� of the rotating body-fixed frame,

Rij = i� · j��. �B3�

Therefore, the last row of R gives the components of z�
with respect to the axes of B, i.e., Rzx= �z��x�, Rzy = �z��y�,

and Rzz= �z��z�. For later convenience, we find it useful to
introduce the notation

X � Rzx, Y � Rzy, Z � Rzz �B4�

for these matrix elements.
From the relation

D1/2 = � A B

− B* A*
 = �q0 − iq3 − q2 − iq1

q2 − iq1 q0 + iq3
 , �B5�

the matrix elements of Dnm
1 and Dnm

2 may be obtained
�see Ref. 54�. These are presented in Table VI, where
Z=Rzz=AA*−BB*. The normalization condition �42� implies
that AA*+BB*=1.

Observe that

TABLE VI. Matrix elements of Dnm
1 and Dnm

2 from Ref. 54. The elements
with m�0 which are not shown may be obtained by using Dn-m

2

= �−1��n-m��D−nm
2 �* · �Z=AA*−BB*�.

Dnm
1 +1 0 −1

+1 A2 �2AB B2

0 −�2AB* Z �2A*B
−1 B*2 −�2A*B* A*2

Dnm
2 +2 +1 0

+2 A4 2A3B �6A2B2

+1 −2A3B* A2�2Z−1� �6ABZ
0 �6A2B*2 −�6AB*Z

1
2 �3Z2−1�

−1 −2AB*3 B*2�2Z+1� −�6A*B*Z
−2 B*4 −2A*B*3 �6A*2B*2
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D01
1 = − �2�q0 − iq3��− q2 + iq1� = −

1
�2

�X + iY� ,

�B6�

D0−1
1 = − D01

1* =
1
�2

�X − iY� ,

as can be determined from Table VI. Furthermore,

D0�1
2 = �3D0�1

1 Z = � �3
2 �X � iY�Z ,

�B7�

D0�2
2 =

�6

2
�D0�1

1 �2 =
�6

4
�X � iY�2.

These results will be used below.

APPENDIX C: EXPRESSIONS FOR SOME POTENTIAL
ENERGY FUNCTIONS

A few special cases of u��� are treated in detail. First,
let us look at

u��� = − c0
1D00

1 ��� = − c0
1Z . �C1�

For positive c0
1, this potential tries to keep the axes z� and z��

aligned, penalizing orientations in which Z=z� ·z�� moves
away from Z=1. The expressions �59� in this case reduce to

− iJxu =
− i
�2

c0
1�D01

1 + D0−1
1 � = − c0

1Y ,

− iJyu =
− 1
�2

c0
1�D01

1 − D0−1
1 � = c0

1X , �C2�

− iJzu = 0.

where the last equalities follow from Eq. �B5�. Now, we
consider the potential

u��� = − c−1
1 �D0−1

1 ��� − D01
1 ���� = − �2c−1

1 X , �C3�

i.e., c1
1=−c−1

1 . Again, for positive c−1
1 , this potential tries to

keep the z and x� axes aligned. Substitution of u��� in
Eq. �59� yields

− iJxu =
− i
�2

c−1
1 �D00

1 − D00
1 � = 0,

− iJyu = − �2c−1
1 D00

1 = − �2c−1
1 Z , �C4�

− iJzu = ic−1
1 �D0−1

1 + D01
1 � = �2c−1

1 Y .

Putting everything together, for the potential

u��� = − c0
1D00

1 ��� − c−1
1 �D0−1

1 ��� − D01
1 ���� , �C5�

we obtain

− iJxu = − c0
1Y

− iJyu = c0
1X − �2c−1

1 Z �C6�

− iJzu = �2c−1
1 Y .

The potential

u��� = − c0
2D00

2 ��� = − c0
2 1

2 �3Z2 − 1� �C7�

favors orientations in which z� and z�� are either parallel or
antiparallel �Z= �1�. As before, by using Eq. �B6�, one finds

− iJxu = − i�3
2c0

2�D01
2 + D0−1

2 � = − 3c0
2YZ ,

− iJyu = − �3
2c0

2�D01
2 − D0−1

2 � = 3c0
2XZ , �C8�

− iJzu = 0.

Finally, we treat the potential

u��� = − c2
2�D02

2 ��� + D0−2
2 ���� = − c2

2
�6

2
�X2 − Y2� ,

�C9�

i.e., c2
2=c−2

2 . This potential prefers orientations in which z� is
parallel or antiparallel to x�� �X= �1� and disfavors orienta-
tions in which z� is parallel or antiparallel to y�� �Y = �1�. We
find from Eq. �59� that

− iJxu = − ic2
2�D0−1

2 + D01
2 � = − �6c2

2YZ ,

− iJyu = − c2
2�D0−1

2 − D01
2 � = − �6c2

2XZ , �C10�

− iJzu = − 2ic2
2�D02

2 − D0−2
2 � = 2�6c2

2XY .

Clearly, for the general potential,

u��� = − c0
2D00

2 − c2
2�D02

2 ��� + D0−2
2 ���� , �C11�

we simply need to sum the above expressions to obtain

− iJxu = �− 3c0
2 − �6c2

2�YZ ,

− iJyu = �3c0
2 − �6c2

2�XZ , �C12�

− iJzu = 2�6c2
2XY .
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